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FPPO‐1000
Specifications and Overview
The FPO‐1000 is a tunable, picosecond OPO pumped by a fiber laser. The system has three outputs:




Fiber Laser Pump: up to 1W at 1064 nm, 6 ps pulses, 109 MHz, spectral width <10 cm‐1
OPO signal beam: 250‐500 mW, tunable from 740 to 1000 nm, 6 ps pulses, 109 MHz, spectral
width <10 cm‐1
OPO idler beam: 100‐400 mW, tunable from 1150 to 1800 nm, 6 ps pulses, 109 MHz, spectral
width <10 cm‐1

Shown below is a typical tuning curve for the OPO. The power level of the signal beam (blue) and idler
beam (red) is shown as a function of wavelength.

Figure 1. OPO tuning curve. Signal (blue) and idler (red) power levels as a function of wavelength.

The FPPO provides short (picosecond)pulses with narrow linewidths (<10 cm‐1). Shown below is a typical
autocorrelation trace and pulse spectrum of the signal beam.

Figure 2. Typical autocorrelation (a) and spectrum (b) for the signal of the FPPO showing a pulse duration of 5 ps and a
bandwidth of 0.5 nm at a center wavelength of 830.5 nm.
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General Layout
L
of Systtem
A block diiagram showiing the layoutt of the system is shown inn figure 3 belo
ow. The fiberr laser pump leads
into a module that com
mpresses the pulses to neaar the bandw
width limit. Th
his module alsso contains o
optics
that allow
ws the user to
o control the power
p
of the pump beam.. After comprression, the 1
1064 nm pum
mp
beam is doubled to 532 nm in the SHG
S module. The residual pump beam (>1W) is sepaarated from tthe
second haarmonic beam
m with a dichrroic mirror, and is availabl e for use in eexperiments. The 532 nm
beam is used to pump the OPO, wh
hich provides outputs for bboth signal an
nd idler beam
ms. The signal and
b
are cre
eated through
h a parametric process thaat splits a pum
mp photon in
nto a signal an
nd
idler are beams
idler pair. By conservattion of energyy, the wavele
engths of the pump, signall and idler beaams are relatted
by:
1

1

1

ength is a con
nstant 532 nm
m, the relationnship betweeen signal and idler wavelen
ngths
Since the pump wavele
is easily determined fo
orm the above
e equation.

Figure 3. Laayout of the OPO
O system consistting of Fiber Lase
er Pump, modulle for compression and attenuattion, second harrmonic
ge
eneration module, and OPO cavity
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FPPO‐1000
Compression and Attenuation
External compression is used to compensate for residual chirp from the fiber laser. This compressor
consists of a polarizing beamsplitter (PBS1), a quarter waveplate (QWP), and a chirped volume Bragg
grating. Pulses from the laser are vertically polarizer and are reflected from PBS1. After passing through
the QWP the beam is circularly polarized, and then is compressed after being reflected from the VBG. A
second pass through the QWP changes the polarization to horizontal, and it is then transmitted through
PBS1.
A variable attenuator consisting of a half waveplate (HWP) and polarizing beamsplitter (PBS2) is used to
adjust the power of the beam for alignment purposes. Rotation of the HWP changes the polarization of
the beam, allowing the vertical component to be reflected and the horizontal component to be
transmitted by PBS2.

Figure 4. Compression and attenuation module. VBG: volume Bragg grating, QWP: quarter‐wave plate, PBS: polarizing beam
splitter, HWP: half‐wave plate, S1: steering mirror
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FPPO‐1000
Second Harmonic Generation
The second harmonic generation (SHG) section consist of two steering mirrors (S1 and S2), a focusing
lens, a crystal in an oven (X1) , and a dichroic mirror (DCM). Approximately 5 W of power is present in
the pump beam after compression, and this is focused into an LBO crystal to convert to 532 nm. The
oven temperature is set to 148⁰C, which is optimized for type‐I non‐critically phase matched SHG.
Approximately 2 W of 532 nm light is generated, which is polarized in the vertical direction. By using a
dichroic mirror, which reflects 532 nm and transmits 1064 nm, the SHG beam is separated from the
fundamental beam.

Figure 5. Second harmonic generation module. , L: lens, S: steering mirrors, DCM: dichroic mirror, I: iris, X1: LBO crystal in oven

OPO Cavity
The OPO is a linear cavity with end mirror M1, fold mirror M2, curved mirrors M3 and M4, and output
coupler (OC). The 532 nm beam is focused into the LBO crystal (X2) with a telescope (L1 and L2). The
cavity mirrors are highly transmissive for idler wavelengths, so the idler wave is coupled out of the cavity
at M4. The signal beam is resonated in the cavity and exits at the output coupler. Tuning of signal
wavelength is done with a combination of temperature tuning of the LBO crystal (X1), rotation of the
birefringent plate, and adjusting the length of the cavity by translating M1. Signal and idler outputs are
both polarized horizontally, and are filtered from residual 532 nm light by using filters F1 and F2.
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FPPO‐1000

Figure 6. OPO cavity. L2, L3: lenses to focus 532 nm beam into crystal, X2: LBO crystal in oven, L: lens, S: steering mirrors, M1:
OPO cavity end mirror on motorized translation stage, M2: OPO cavity folding mirror, M3, M4: curved mirrors, OC:
output coupler, P: Brewster angle polarizer, BP: birefringent filter plate mounted in motorized rotation stage, , F1, F2:
long pass filters, . L4, L5: lenses to collimate idler beam
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Gettingg Started
d
Pump Lasser
Install the
e pump laser and software
e according to
o the manual.. On the rearr panel of the laser, turn on
n the
master osscillator by prressing the “O
Oscillator On” button; the button will ligght up green when on. Neext,
enable the amplifier byy turning the key switch to
o the “ON” poosition.
Please
e note, even with
w the key switch
s
in the 0 position, th
here will be reesidual radiattion
emitte
ed through the output optic. The powerr of the residual radiation is <30 mW,
making the system a Class 3B lasser. Avoid loooking into thee output opticc and observee
laser safety
s
rules. Optical
O
emission is complettely switched
d off when the master source
start button
b
is switcched off and the green LED
D is off.
When the emission
n indicator LED
D is on, the syystem is a Claass 4 laser. Ob
bserve laser ssafety
regulations and onlly operate the
e laser after yyou have fam
miliarized yourrself with its
contro
ols.
c
by “HyperTermiinal” softwaree on a compu
uter connecteed to the laseer via
The ampllifier level is controlled
USB. Whe
en the prograam starts for the
t first time, a window a ppears indicaating a new co
onnection. Enter
a name yo
ou wish to use and click “O
OK”. When th
he next windoow opens, select the appropriate COM port
in the “Co
onnect Using”” box and click “OK”. The final
f
window configures th
he COM port.. The port should
be configu
ured with 192
200 bits per second,
s
8 dataa bits, parity of none, stop
ps bit of 1, and Flow Control of
None. Click “Ok”. The
e communicattion window is now displayyed.
The laser power is controlled by adjjusting the am
mplifier curreent. To find tthe maximum
m amplifier
current, tyype the comm
mand “s?”. The
T maximum
m current shouuld be displayyed. To run the laser at fu
ull
power, tu
urn up the currrent to maxim
mum by typin
ng “q= X “, whhere the X is tthe maximum
m current. Th
he
laser shou
uld now be ru
unning at maxximum powerr. After the laaser goes thro
ough the pre‐aligned
compresssion, the outp
put power sho
ould be 5 W.
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FPPO‐1000
Second Harmonic Allignment
In order to maximize the power of the 532 nm beam, the pump beam must be carefully aligned into the
LBO crystal. First, plug in the LBO oven and set the temperature to 148⁰C. For alignment, rotate the half
waveplate to reduce the transmitted power of the beam splitter to 100 mW. Note that there will now
be nearly 5 W reflected from the beamsplitter. A beamstop should be placed in the path of the
reflected beam. Be careful.

Figure 7. SHG alignment. Using the half wave plate (HWP) and beam splitter (PBS2) are used to attenuate the beam. Steering
mirrors S1 and S2 are used to align the beam on the iris (I1) and lens (L1). The power is maximized on a power meter
placed after the dichroic mirror (DCM) by adjusting the vertical and horizontal angles of the crystal (X1).

Next, close down the iris I1 until it is roughly the same diameter as the beam. An IR viewer should be
used in order to see the beam. Using steering mirror S1, center the beam onto the iris. Now use
steering mirror S2 to center the beam on lens L1. Repeat this process iteratively until the beam passes
through the center of the iris and the center of the lens. The beam should now be focused into the
crystal.
You should now see a faint green beam coming out of the crystal. Place a power meter in the green
beam after it has reflected from the dichroic mirror. Rotate the HWP to increase the pump power to
maximum. Using the adjustment screws on the mount that holds the oven, make slight adjustments to
the vertical and horizontal angles to increase the green power. When optimized, 2 W of green should
be measured after the DCM.
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FPPO‐1000
Green Pump Alignment
The first step in aligning the cavity is getting the green beam to focus in the OPO gain crystal (X2). For
this alignment, attenuate the green beam using the HWP until it is around 5 mW.

Figure 8. Green alignment. The green beam is centered on the first lens (L2) by adjustment of the dichroic mirror (DCM) and
on the iris (I2) with steering mirror S3.

Using the dichroic mirror, center the green beam on the first lens of the telescope, L2. Next, use
steering mirror S3 to be centered on iris I2. Repeat this process iteratively until the beam is
simultaneously centered on L2 and I2. The beam should now be focused through the crystal.
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FPPO‐1000
Cavity Alignment
Proper cavity alignment requires three things: a) cavity mirrors that are aligned to resonate the cavity
mode, b) good overlap between the green pump beam and the cavity mode, and c) matching the cavity
length of the OPO to the repetition rate of the pump laser. Alignment is facilitated by the use of an
auxiliary beam that can be seen and is still reflected by the cavity mirrors. A visible red diode laser
around 700 nm works well for this, and can be included as an option.
The cavity mirrors are highly transmitting for 532 nm, but a small portion is still reflected from each
surface. The portion of this beam reflected from curved mirror M4 is used to overlap the beam paths of
the auxiliary beam with the pump beam. Referring to the figure below:

Figure 9. Tracer beam alignment. The red tracer beam is set up outside of the system, and is aligned to be collinear with the
green beam using a pair of irises and steering mirrors SA and SB.

1) Insert an iris at a height of 2” just before and centered on the OC.
2) Using M4, adjust the green beam so that it is centered on the iris.
3) Place another iris 1‐2 meters away from the first iris, and center the iris on the green beam.
These irises now define the path of the green beam.
4) Block the green beam and set up the auxiliary red laser as shown with two steering mirrors SA
and SB.
5) Using only SA and SB, simultaneously center the red beam on both of the irises. The red beam is
now collinear with the green pump beam.
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FPPO‐1000
Next, the red beam is used to assist in aligned the cavity mirrors.

Figure 10. Cavity alignment. The red tracer is aligned through the cavity using a pair of irises positioned by each end mirror in
the cavity.

1) Place an iris at a height of 2” just before and centered on M1.
2) Using M3, center the red beam on M2 at a height of 2”.
3) Using M2, adjust the beam so it is centered on the iris before M1. The beam should go through
the polarizer and birefringent plate without clipping.
4) Don’t touch M2, M3 and M4.
5) Using only M1, adjust the beam so it reflects back on itself an goes through both irises.
6) Using only the OC, adjust the beam so that the reflection from the OC is again reflected back on
itself through both irises. The cavity is now aligned.
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1000
Oscillation
To achieve oscillation, the length off the cavity must
m be matchhed to the rep
petition rate of the pump laser.
The length of the cavitty is adjusted by translation of M1 with the computeer controlled translation sttage.

Figure 11. Initial
I
oscillation
n. A silicon photo
odiode is placed
d after the outpuut coupler and fiilter. Moving the end mirror M11 with
th
he stage will adju
ust the cavity len
ngth to match th
he pump laser, aat which point osscillation will occur.

1) Tu
urn on the ovven for the caavity gain crysstal. Set the ttemperature to 120⁰C.
2) Unblock the grreen beam.
a the outputt of the OPO. Remove the filter and cen
nter the
3) Place a silicon photodiode at
photodiode on
n the green be
eam. Replace
e the filter.
urn the powe
er to maximum
m.
4) Tu
5) Using an oscilloscope, look at the outputt of the photoodiode while making smalll (~1mm) steps
with
w the stage. When the OPO
O comes onto resonancce, a brief flassh will be seen. Continue
making
m
smaller and smallerr adjustmentss to the cavityy length until the signal is maximized.
6) Remove the ph
hotodiode an
nd replace witth a power m
meter.
7) Make
M
small ad
djustments to the cavity aliignment usin g M1 and thee OC to maxim
mize the outp
put
power.

ut of the OPO
O is a Class 4 laaser, and all nnecessary saffety precautio
ons must be ttaken
The outpu
when ope
erating. Consult your laserr safety officeer for proper laser safety.
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FPPO‐1000
Tuning
The signal wavelength of the OPO can be tuned from 740 to 1000nm. Tuning is done with a
combination of: crystal temperature, cavity length, and rotation of the birefringent filter. Calibrated
tuning curves have been provided for the temperature and rotation angle as a function of wavelength.
Shown below are measured curves and fits for both temperature and wavelength. The temperature
curve gives the set temperature for a given signal wavelength

Figure 12. Temperature tuning curve for signal beam, showing the LBO set temperature as a function of the desired signal
wavelength (top). Signal (blue) and idler (red) as a function of LBO temperature, showing the relations between
signal and idler wavelengths (bottom).

For the rotation angle, a given angle can support several different wavelengths. As shown in the plot
below, there are four different curves corresponding to different wavelength regions. The bandwidth of
the filter and temperature of the crystal ensure that only one wavelength will oscillate for a given angle.
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FPPO‐1000

Figure 13. Tuning curve for rotation of birefringent filter plate.

Once the angle and temperature are set, the stage is moved to bring the cavity into resonance. Small
adjustments of the cavity length can then be used to optimize the power.

Software
The LabView software provided makes tuning largely automated. Below is a screen shot of the front
panel, highlighting the main parts of the program.

Figure 14. Front panel of control software.
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FPPO‐1000
Panel A
The user entered COM ports for the temperature controller and the linear stage.
Panel B
Target Wavelength: User entered desired signal wavelength
Set Angle: Angle calculated from the calibration fits at the target wavelength
Set Temperature: Temperature calculated from the calibration fit at the target wavelength
Go: After wavelength is entered, press to rotate stage and tune oven to set angel and temperature
Panel C
This sets the stage step, and jogs the linear stage either forward or back by that amount.
Step Size: User entered step size of the linear stage in μm
Move (+) and Move (‐): When pressed, will jog the stage in the appropriate direction by the amount
entered in Step Size. A negative move will increase the cavity length, a positive move will decrease the
cavity length (due to orientation of the linear stage).
Panel D
This is used for small adjustments of the rotation angle of the birefringent filter.
Step Size: User entered rotation increment of the rotation stage in degrees
Rotate (+) and Rotate (‐): When pressed, will jog the rotation stage in the appropriate direction by the
amount entered in Step Size
Panel E
Current Angle: The current measured setting of the rotation stage in degrees
Current Position: The current measured setting of the linear stage in μm. Because of the way the stage
is oriented, the minimum value of 0 corresponds to maximum cavity length, while the maximum value
of 28000 corresponds to the minimum cavity length.
Current Temp: The current measured temperature of the oven in ⁰C
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FPPO‐1000
Tuning Procedure
Before starting the tuning procedure, it is necessary to monitor the output power and wavelength. The
power is monitored by placing a power meter at the output of the OPO. The wavelength is monitored
by a spectrometer that monitors the portion of the beam leaking through M1. If the system is
purchased with the spectrometer option, a spectrometer is included that is pre‐aligned. Once the
power and spectrum are monitored, the following procedure using the provided software is performed
to tune to any desired wavelength from 735‐1000 nm.
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